
 

 

 

Writing Learning for Year 6 

Monday 29th June 

 

Starter: Use expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information concisely. 

A noun phrase is a noun and the words that 

describe it, which together act as a noun in a 

sentence. 

Try to use these in your writing today.  

For example: ‘The villain’ becomes: 

- The vile villain 

- The vile villain hovers over the 

innocent citizens  

Which noun phrase below gives you the 

most information? 

- The low, golden sun set slowly on the 

clear horizon. 

- The hazy, golden sun set slowly on the 

clear horizon. 

Remove an adjective to make the noun 

phrase more concise. 

- the grumpy, old pensioner 

- the hard, colourful shell 

 

Task: L.Q. Can I write the opening to a superhero story? 

 

This week, you will be writing your own superhero 

story.  

Remember to use the work you did last week, and 

the ideas you developed: your superhero character, 

adventurous vocabulary choices, character and 

setting descriptions, dialogue and your story plan. 

 

Story Opening 

Your story opening should grab your reader’s attention, leave them asking questions and 

introduce/describe your main character. You could even include some of the details 

about the backstory to your superhero. You can start it in different ways: 

● With a question 

● With dialogue 

● With a character description  

 

Remember to: 

❏ Develop your main characters (• superhero • villain • innocents • back stories • how 
they became these characters • appearance • costumes • abilities • personalities) 

❏ Have a clear structure to the plot (• introduction (back stories) • problem • battle • 
resolution • ending)  

❏ Punctuate every sentence accurately (C • . • ! • ? • , • ( ) • ... • ') 
❏ Include adventurous vocabulary (• dank • gloomy • dismal • foreboding • pitch-black • 

dusky • sombre • murky • strode • protected • merely • ambled • feats • guardian) 
❏ Include speech ' ' 

 
Before you start watch this video to give you some inspiration https://youtu.be/tLkFT5ZzdOQ 

 

https://youtu.be/tLkFT5ZzdOQ


 

Here is an example story, written by a child in Year 6. 

  

 

 

 



 

Answers: Use expanded noun phrases to convey complicated information concisely. 

A noun phrase is a noun and the words that 

describe it, which together act as a noun in a 

sentence. 

Try to use these in your writing today.  

For example: ‘The villain’ becomes: 

- The vile villain 

- The vile villain hovers over the 

innocent citizens  

Which noun phrase below gives you the 

most information? 

- The low, golden sun set slowly on the 

clear horizon. 

- The hazy, golden sun set slowly on the 

clear horizon. 

In the first example, the adjective ‘low’ 

doesn’t add any extra information, because 

we already know the sun will be low when it is 

setting (going down). 

Remove an adjective to make the noun 

phrase more concise. 

- the grumpy, old pensioner 

We already know that a pensioner is old, it 

doesn’t add any new information. 

- the hard, colourful shell 

Again, we already know that shells are hard. 

It would have been more useful to describe 

the colour (rusty red) or its condition (the 

slightly damaged shell). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spellings to practise: 

Rule: Homophones and other words that are often confused 

compliment: to make nice remarks about someone (verb) or the remark that is 

made (noun) 

complement: related to the word complete – to make something complete or 

more complete (e.g. her scarf complemented her outfit) 

descent: the act of descending (going down) 

dissent: to disagree/disagreement (verb and noun) 

desert: as a noun – a barren place (stress on first syllable); as a verb – to 

abandon (stress on second syllable) 

dessert: (stress on second syllable) a sweet course after the main course of a 

meal 

draft: noun – a first attempt at writing something; verb – to make the first 

attempt; also, to draw in someone (e.g. to draft in extra help) 

draught: a current of air 

https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/41/48-Homophones-and-other-words-that-are-ofte

n-confused-1-of-5 
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